GENERAL NEWS STORY

UNIVERSITIES
1ST
The Reflector
Dylan Bufkin
Houston, We Have a Problem
Solid investigation piece about how the internal strife is negatively affecting the department’s functioning.

2ND
The Reflector
Courtney Carver
Starkville Catholic Priest Lies About Cancer

3RD
The Student Printz
Caleb McClusky
Students Abuse Accessible Parking

COMMUNITY COLLEGES
1ST
The Radionian
Kristen Feraci
Fear: The New Normal?
Easily stands out as best researched piece. Good job advocating a point and using research to back it up.

2ND
The Radionian
Makayla Puckett
Judge Inspires Honor Student

3RD
The Radionian
Makayla Puckett
Chris McDaniel Announces Candidacy

SPORTS NEWS STORY

UNIVERSITIES
1ST
The Reflector
Garrett Smith
Armstrong Makes Landing
Good profile of new coach, and nice use of quotes too.

2ND
The Student Printz
Andrew Abadie
Beach Volleyball Program Debuts

3RD
The Reflector
Brianna Walker
Alex Wilcox

SPORTS FEATURE

UNIVERSITIES
1ST
The Reflector
Hannah Blankenship
Badham’s Cross Country
Nice job, especially spelling out how it was a cross country adventure for the cross country runner.

2ND
The Student Printz
Grant Chighizola
Nelson, Jr. Returns

3RD
The Reflector
Hunter Cloud
Introduced to Gold

COMMUNITY COLLEGES
1ST
The Radionian
Hannah Chaffee
Nick Gibson Signs
Thoughtful, in-depth profile of a young local athlete.

SPORTS COLUMN

ALL COLLEGES
1ST
The Reflector
Hunter Cloud
A Warm Welcome
The Growl
Regina Gray
Who is Jake Wimberly?

The Radionian
Makayla Puckett
Bobcat’s Start Season with Win

GENERAL INTEREST COLUMN

UNIVERSITIES
1ST
The Reflector
Brandon Grisham
Addiction to Technology
Good insight from a younger audience in growing addiction to modern technology use

2ND
The Reflector
Kristina Domitrovich
All That Glitters

3RD
The Student Printz
Jamie Massengales
Grub n’ The Hub

COMMUNITY COLLEGES
1ST
The Pine Burr
Madison VanNess
Aliens in Mississippi
Fascinating read

2ND
The Pine Burr
Madison VanNess
Crypids of the South

3RD
The Reflector
Emma Moffett
Lala Land

SPOT NEWS PHOTO

ALL COLLEGES
1ST
The Student Printz
Michael Sandoz
Keith Dalton Preaches at the Fountain
Great composition and captures the fact that he is actually preaching not just wearing a placard.

2ND
The Student Printz
Bethany Morris
Ms. Gloria

3RD
The Reflector
Lany Wallace
Fire Causes Damage in Oak

CARTOON

ALL NEWSPAPERS
1ST
The Radionian
Olivia Ward
Year One
Good Caricatures

2ND
The Pine Burr
Isaiah Gaines

3RD
The Reflector
Rosalind Hutton

FEATURE STORY

UNIVERSITIES
1ST
The Reflector
Emmalyne Kwasny
Madison Grant
A fine lede sets this apart. Great story, good quotes, good pictures. Excellent job telling a success story.

2ND
The Reflector
Hiba Tahir
Risky Behaviors

3RD
The Student Printz
Noah Martin
Ms. Merrielyn Ginn
We kept coming back to this photo. Photographer takes what could be a mundane meeting photo and makes it interesting. It takes true talent to do this.

SPORTS PHOTO

UNIVERSITIES
1ST
The Student Printz
Brad Crowe
Tyree Griffin
Nicely cropped tight picture that focuses on the action taking place. Nice depth perception as well.

2ND
The Student Printz
Michael Sandoz
Marquasha Myers Runs

3RD
The Student Printz
Brad Crowe
Southern Miss Celebrates
COMMUNITY COLLEGES
1ST
The Radionian
Raghan Parish
Henderson Gets a Hug
Pure emotion captured on the spot. Great photo!

2ND
The Radionian
Raghan Parish
Holding State Trophy in Victory

3RD
The Pine Burr
Noah Martin
Intramurals: Play Football

FEATURE PHOTO

UNIVERSITIES
1ST
The Student Printz
Hannah Beaver
Band Member Plays During Run Out
The eye-catching background made the difference. Nice job of composing two elements.

2ND
The Reflector
Noah Siano
The Clothesline Project

3RD
The Student Printz
Hannah Beaver
Eagle Walk

COMMUNITY COLLEGES
1ST
The Radionian
Bailey Morris
Time’s Running Out
This picture compliments the story headline. The picture is turned in which is good.

2ND
The Radionian
Brooke McNabb

3RD
The Radionian
Bailey Morris

SERIES OR INVESTIGATIVE PACKAGE

ALL COLLEGES
1ST
The Student Printz
Karigan Teer
All That Glitters
Strong, effective writing on a subject seldom addressed on campuses, including positive suggestions for change.

2ND
The Student Printz
Makayla Puckett
Middle Class Deserves More Scholarships

3RD
The Radionian
School No Place for Fear

EDITORIALS

ALL COLLEGES
1ST
The Student Printz
Karigan Teer
All That Glitters

2ND
The Radionian
Intolerance Reigns

3RD
The Student Printz
Middle Class Deserves More Scholarships

DESIGN

UNIVERSITIES
1ST
The Student Printz
Hannah Beaver
Eagle Walk

2ND
The Reflector
Noah Siano
The Clothesline Project

COMMUNITY COLLEGES
1ST
The Radionian
Bailey Morris
Time’s Running Out
This picture compliments the story headline. The picture is turned in which is good.

2ND
The Radionian
Brooke McNabb

3RD
The Radionian
Bailey Morris

FRONT PAGE

UNIVERSITIES
1ST
The Student Printz
You had us with the stunning photo illustration. Well done!

2ND
The Reflector

COMMUNITY COLLEGES
1ST
The Radionian
Layout was clean & appealing. The top picture was interest drawing along with the pie chart. Easy to follow. However, picture at bottom needed to be left on column where students were looking into copy rather than off page. Good print job!

2ND
The Pine Burr

GRAPHIC

ALL NEWSPAPERS
1ST
The Student Printz
Football
This was by far the best entry in the category. Like the ability to put players names with their jersey numbers.

2ND
The Reflector
Rosalind Hutton
Egg Bowl

3RD
The Radionian
Opinion of others based on social media

WEBSITE

ALL NEWSPAPERS
1ST
The Reflector
reflector-online.com
Website is full of good, fresh mix of copy - straight news, features. Not the best design of entries, but rises to the top.

2ND
The Student Printz
studentprintz.com

3RD
The Radionian
bobcatpress.com

USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA

ALL NEWSPAPERS
1ST
The Reflector
The Facebook Live and other streaming pushed you to first place.

2ND
The Student Printz
CONGRATULATIONS AND THANKS
TO PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS

GENERAL EXCELLENCE

UNIVERSITIES
FIRST PLACE
The Student Printz

SECOND PLACE
The Reflector

COMMUNITY COLLEGES
FIRST PLACE
The Radionian

SECOND PLACE
The Pine Burr

THIRD PLACE
The Growl

CONGRATULATIONS AND THANKS
TO PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS

Special thanks to the family of O.C. McDavid and the McDavid Fund of the MPA Education Foundation